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About This Game

Kalaban is a horror-themed action-adventure game by Rayhouse Productions. The game focuses on storytelling and open-
ended gameplay.

STORY:
The year is 1995, in an alternate history version of Finland. Bob, a hermit and an American who has moved to Finland, lives in
a backwater cabin by himself. One night he is attacked by a hideous dog-like mutant. Now he must find out what is going on,

and discover the reason behind the outbreak.

FEATURES:

 Unique story and characters: While the game has a basic premise of mutant invasion, it also features a story with real
depth and complexity.

 Top-down action: Combat and exploration are the heart of this game. You kill monsters, gain loot and eat food to heal
yourself. We wanted to make the combat fun and approachable.
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 Mini-sandbox: After the introduction, the player is let loose on the gameworld. You're given the freedom to explore
the setting in a non-linear fashion.

 Dark comedy: The game is presented with a serious tone, but beneath it lies absurd comedy, with strange events and
characters.

 Player choice matters: Your actions and choices affect the how the story plays out. The game can be described as an
immersive sim from a top-down perspective.

 Hand-crafted world: All the level backgrounds are unique, and the main character is completely hand-animated. We
wanted to achieve a high level of polish with the art.

 Back to the 90s: The game is set in the recent past of Finland. The game is littered with tropes and references to the
pop culture of the yesteryear. In addition to that, we've taken many influences from older adventure games and DOS
titles.
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Title: Kalaban
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rayhouse Productions
Publisher:
GRM Software
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8.x, 7, Vista, XP

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Never ever heard of this board game, not even red how to play with it, just tried.
It's easy to figure out. Really decent looking game!

Unfortunately only have a "hot-seat multiplayer" mode, I would play more with an online feature!. what if homeworld were a
crpg? wouldn't that be rad? turns out the answer is yes so you should buy this game now. in general its a very well done game,
but there are couple of gameplay things that really KILL this game
- no option to change the controlls?!
- some insane randomisation, cruelty and unballance for 2 players even at 2nd stage levels
- unplayable with 1 player
and i am talking from a perspective of a guy that maxed out overcooded 1 and 2
hope for some updates that will fix those, and to be able to update the review.. If theres one thing that makes this game stand out
from most structure building games, is the fact you interact with the game in more than one way (you build the ski lift, build
jumps for the skiers and also you can control the skiers) making it more challenging all the while it being relaxing. I totally
recommend this if youre interested in relaxing building puzzle games. Can't wait to see more!. Great game ruined as a money
grab. This game has so much potential, but it falls short due to greed. The game is beautifully rendered, fun to play, strategic
and challenging, but not too difficult. Unfortunately the negatives way out weigh the positives. The negatives, and there are two
only, are: 1. this game is pay to win to the nth degree, and 2. there is a ton of down time waiting for ships to build or repair. To
put this into perspective, building a single mid-level ship would take 4 days to build, or you can do it instantly for $20. Yes,
build one ship for $20. You have seven fleets of 6 ships each, for a total of 42 ships. Let's do the math here. If you want to pay
to fill up your fleets with these mid-range ships it would cost you $840!!! That is nuts! Well, if you want to build them without
paying it would take you 168 days!!! This also leads to a ton of down time. After you reach level 40+ (mid range), there isn't
much to do other than grind. Many of the events are above your level, and all of the quests are done. So you can grind. And
wait. And wait some more. And wait even longer.

Look elsewhere for your fun, and to spend your money.. Inertia is a great casual game but it’s not for hardcore gamers. Inertia
has quite a bit of content for its price and make great background gameplay for YouTube videos. I would recommend this game
to anyone who loves 1st person platform games and loves a challenge.
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ayy, thats pretty gud.... This game is about the genetic engineering of animals. You play as an intelligent morey of the size you
choose. Keep in mind the size of morey changes the way you play the game, to an extent. I recommend this game, because you
get to feel the racial tensions between humans and moreys, and this is a pretty good mirror to today's world of racial tensions.. A
quirky game with a horrible, disgusting hitboxes in the whole gaming industry.. This was a great free game. Some good puzzles,
good story, good ending. Definitely surprisingly quality coming from a free game.. I love the artwork and setting of the game,
the diversity of the classes and skills seemed like it would provide a lot of replayablitity.

I thought it would be a nice casual MMO to spend some time on. but once you are done with the first area you are done with the
free to play portion of the game. the main quest requires you to go to a subscription only area and all the bells and wistles give
you a prompt that you must be a subscriber to use them.. Fun multiplayer game!. total pants avoid at all cost not even worth
59p.. This game is really colorful and blocky. I wonder why more people havent played it????. I loved this as a kid, but now I
can't sleep at night.. Tl;dr: the real challenge is your endurance to constant crashing.

Fun when it runs, but plenty of achievements require completing albums in one sitting and this game seems to become more
prone to freezing and crashing over time.

I'll just add now that the game randomly stutters at times, and when this happens the performance doesn't recover so it needs to
be closed and relaunched. Slightly less frequently is the crashing, where the game freezes and balloons to swallow any
unoccupied RAM (and my system uses 16GB!), and occasionally it's courteous enough to crash itself. More often than not
though, I have to open Task Manager and kill it myself.
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